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Map (n.)
“…representing a part or a whole of the earth’s surface
or the heavens, with the various points drawn in
proportion and in corresponding positions.” From Latin,
mappa, napkin or cloth, upon which maps were drawn.
Old French—mapemonde, map of the world.

Fitting that the word map comes from napkin, right?
How many novels, songs, good ideas, poems and whole
other worlds were born on a napkin, scribbled on in the
secret light of dawn, or the neon glow of a dive-bar…
mapemonde, a mantra for creation.
Maps are ineffably magical. They transport you to another
place, imprint on your memory and offer all you can
imagine in a mixed metaphor: Here’s your inner Cessna
soaring overhead, a psychic dream ranch, topography you
can touch, the right and left brains riding tandem on a
banana-seat bicycle. It’s no wonder Yaddo has inspired
many a map. Maps tell stories. [CONTINUED ON P. 2]

FIRST PEOPLE
Long ago, before the first official group of Yaddo artists arrived (1926), before New York City
financier Spencer Trask and his poet wife, Katrina, founded the Corporation of Yaddo (1900), before
the Gilded Age, when the Trasks stepped foot on the grounds (1881), before Revolutionary War
veteran Jacobus Barhyte ran a farm, gristmill and tavern (1830-40s), long before all this—indigenous
people lived around here. We know this. But how much do we really know…
The Algonquian-speaking Mahican were among the first people who lived in this region. (James
Fennimore Cooper named a fictional tribe Mohican, though both spellings are now considered
acceptable.) They had a wide-ranging territory, from the upper Hudson River and the southern
shores of Lake Champlain to the Catskill Mountains as well as portions of the Berkshire Mountains,
southwestern Vermont and northwestern Connecticut. The Saratoga region was initially their
summering grounds, where the Mahican camped, hunted, gathered, fished.
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MAPS OF YADDO

You don’t know where you’re going until you understand where you’ve been. Right? Here’s a

The Saratoga Lake watershed was loaded with anadromous fish: Shad, herring, trout, eel, striped
bass and more—even the occasional whale, voyaged up from the Atlantic Ocean via the Hudson,
then known to the Mahican as Muhheakunnuk (“great everflowing waters”), to spawn a bounty
come spring. The mouths of Kayaderosseras Creek and Fish Creek feeding into Saratoga Lake
were especially rife with fish. Many seasonal campsites were unearthed around Saratoga Lake,
Lake Lonely and Fish Creek, some dating back to 8,500 BCE.
The Mahican were organized by matrilineal clans named after creatures—bear, wolf, turtle, turkey.
They built “longhouses” with curved roofs covered in bark on hilltops near rivers. They traveled
in dugout canoes and named the land after water. Later, they farmed. Women inherited riverside
gardens through their mother’s line. They used dogs for protection, to hunt, to herd and haul. They
called themselves Muhheconneok, “People of the waters that are never still.” They were called
River Indians by the French. They were called Adirondaks, or tree-eaters, by the Mohawk, who in
concert with European settlers, drove the Mahican out (1625 – 1628). By the late 1800s, almost
every indigenous nation had been exiled. Some of the last Mahicans ended up in Shawano County,
Wisconsin. They are now known as The Stockbridge-Munsee Community, Band of Mohican Indians.
A sign marking the entrance to the reservation reads: Mohican Nation.
In the Saratoga region, massive piles of oyster shells were found at some early Mahican sites.
Based on a carbon analysis of shells, scientists determined the Mahican lived in this part of New
York for at least 6,000 years.

Here we are in the blink of an eye.
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look at the continuum of change that shaped Yaddo. Maps tell the story.

CREATIVE LAND-USE
The Adirondack Northway, Interstate-87, straight
shot from the Bronx to Montreal. Got a fast
car? Driving north from Saratoga is a dream.
But it was a nightmare back in the 1960s, when
state officials wielded eminent domain to hack
off a chunk off Yaddo. North Farm and North
Farm studio became Exit 14. And yet, to quote
a line from Amy Hempel’s Reasons to Live, “He
wondered how we know that what happens to
us isn’t good,” the loss opened opportunity.
The principal grounds of Yaddo remained and
were now set apart from two pieces of land that
could potentially be used to generate revenue to
support the artists-in-residence program. The 150
acres east of the I-87 are zoned Rural Residential,
and the future holds many options: Wind tower,
solar, Heliport? Kidding, kind of (the latter, zoning
would only allow with a special-use permit).

The parcel across Union Avenue is now zoned
Institutional Educational (formerly it was
Educational Equine and leased as a horseshow
grounds). Lately, we’ve been brainstorming
possibilities: Permitted uses include educational,
cultural and recreational possibilities as well as
parking, medical or administrative options. Or,
hey, how about a farmer’s market in a field….
Yaddo has gone through several iterations,
many of which are reflected in the maps on
these pages. Our 2015 Master Plan has so far
resulted in the construction of the Greenhouse
performance and dance space, five new livework studios and the restoration of our Historic
Mansion. Through it all, our mission remains the
bedrock—providing sanctuary and good working
conditions to artists: The gift of uninterrupted time
and space in a supportive community. That said,
blue-sky scheming invented electricity. What
does the future hold for Yaddo?

ARTISTS ACROSS THE MAP
Today, Yaddo is a working artists’ retreat. Up to
260 artists call Yaddo home in a typical year.
They come from different circumstances and
nations, and we strongly encourage artists from
backgrounds underrepresented in arts and culture
to apply (Our next application deadline is January
5, 2022. For more information, see Yaddo.org).
In 2021, artists from 20 different countries came
to Yaddo. As of October, 46% of the artists in
residence this year self-identified as non-white.
More than half of those who came to Yaddo in
the past 10 years were first-time guests, and
stats have long been skewing female. Yaddo has
made great strides in diversity with regards to
our leadership and our artist population, though,
we know—we’ve still a long way to go. Seeds for
future maps of Yaddo have been planted!
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Holiday Reads! Brought to you by Yaddo
ART BOOKS DU JOUR
Couch, coffee table, bourbon and a massive stack of art books on a
do-nothing afternoon—heaven. Here are a few for your wish-list.

KNOCKOUT
NONFICTION
Excavating war sites
and trauma, Dark
Tourist by Hasanthika
Sirisena “shimmers with
honesty, vulnerability, and
circumspection” (Kirkus),
deftly blending reportage, cultural criticism
and memoir.
Pulitzer Prize-winner Debby
Applegate’s tour de force—
Madam: The Biography
of Polly Adler, Icon of the
Jazz Age—plays hostess to
gangsters, politicians, writers,
sports stars and more amid
the glamour and grit of
1920s New York.

Peter Kayafas: Coney Island Waterdance: “Like passages from some primal, beautiful
ballet—the energy, gesture, and emotion of the narrative rising and falling with the subjects
on the waves,” this photography collection plumbs the depths of joy.
Stories, musings, manifestos, scripts, artworks and more are on offer in Pope.L, My
Kingdom for a Title, 1979 – 2021, a celebration of writing as the cornerstone of creative
practice.
New York Paradise Lost: Bushwick Era Disco explores burnt-out era Bushwick, now hub
of art, fashion, literature and nightlife with street photos captured by former public-school
teacher Meryl Meisler.
Milton Avery: This comprehensive new volume of the painter’s pioneering work includes lush
reproductions, interviews and an illustrated chronology.
Accounts of empire, critical contemplation and Torkwase Dyson’s “hypershapes” converge
in banana [ ] / we pilot the blood by Paul Hlava Ceballos, Quenton Baker and Christina
Sharpe—published by The 3rd Thing, an independent press focused on imagination applied
to global challenges while highlighting artists from previously marginalized groups.

GOOD NEWS:
Last year, the average time spent reading
increased by 21%, according to a recent
U.S. Labor Department survey
(https://www.bls.gov/tus/).
Yaaas, peeps. Buy more books!
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Silence and Silences
by Wallis WildeMenozzi ruminates
on the nourishment of
quietude in our infinite
search for meaning.

New releases by our authors offer something for everyone on your gift list

Susan Orlean
celebrates crossspecies connections,
delightful and profound,
in On Animals.

Literary alchemist Ann
Patchett maps her
interior landscape in
These Precious Days:
Essays.
This posthumous
volume collects “Blazing
examples of poetry
as activism” (O, The
Oprah Magazine): The
Essential June Jordan,
edited by Jan Heller
Levi and Christoph
Keller, offers a new
introduction by 2020 Pulitzer Prize-winner
Jericho Brown.

FOR YOUNG
READERS
The Love Makers
by Aifric Campbell
blends storytelling with
science to investigate
how artificial
intelligence and robotics are transforming
the future of love and desire.

Millions of Maxes by
Meg Wolitzer and Micah
Player. The one-and-only
Max realizes he’s neither
the one nor the only and
discovers other ways to be
special. Age 3 – 5.

Donald Antrim’s One
Friday in April: A Story
of Suicide and Survival
reframes mental health
and offers life-saving
solace.

Forever this Summer by
Leslie C. Youngblood.
Georgie meets smalltown Louisiana, where her
mother grew up, and the
once-famous family diner is
back in action. Age 9 -12.

James Hannaham’s
Pilot Imposter, a
shape-shifting book
of text and images,
investigates con
men, identity politics, failures of leadership,
the slave trade and more.

Paradise on Fire, Jewell
Parker Rhodes. Addy is
enrolled in a summer
wilderness program
where her courage and
resilience save the day.
Age 8 – 12.

SNOW-DAY NOVELS
Gayl Jones, discovered and edited by Toni
Morrison, releases her long-awaited novel,
Palmares, an odyssey of one woman’s journey
set in Brazil in the late 1600s. “Mercy, this story
shimmers. Shakes. Wails. Moves to rhythms long
forgotten… It is a story woven with extraordinary
complexity, depth and skill; in many ways: holy”
(The New York Times).
National Book Award Finalist Matrix by Lauren
Groff reimagines the life and work of Marie de
France, the 12th century poet and nun in an
“inspiring tale of Medieval ambition, pleasure and
aspiration” (NPR).
Vince Passaro “writes exquisitely at every turn”
(Kirkus Reviews) in Crazy Sorrow, an epic novel
that spans four decades—arguably the most
important era of New York City’s trajectory—
beginning with boy-meets-girl in 1976 and
culminating in the devastation of 9/11.
Colm Tóibín’s The Magician explores the
interior life of Nobel Prize-winning novelist
Thomas Mann in an “enormously ambitious book,
one in which the intimate and the momentous
are exquisitely balanced” (The Guardian).
Carolyn Ferrell’s debut novel Dear Miss
Metropolitan “reads like a labyrinth, as complex
as the trauma it depicts” (The New York Times),
offering a rendering of stolen girls’ lives, based
on the Ariel Castro kidnappings in Cleveland.
Ex-con Tookie finds work in a Minneapolis
bookstore amid protests over George Floyd’s
murder in The Sentence by Pulitzer Prize-winner
Louise Erdrich. The novel “reckons with ghosts
[and] the shadows resulting from America’s
violent, dark habits” (Kirkus Reviews).
Gary Shteyngart mines Chekhov for Our
Country Friends, “the darkly brilliant comedy”
(The Washington Post) that features a handful
of friends cooped up together during the
Coronavirus pandemic in a rundown country
estate in the Hudson Valley, New York.
Oh William! by Elizabeth Strout revisits Lucy
Barton from Anything is Possible some decades
later, as she teams up with her first husband,
William. At heart, the book is about marriage,
“whether rendering the refuge and deliverance
William and his mother provided Lucy from her
impoverished childhood, or the tiny offenses that
can accrue toxic symbolism in the course of a
relationship” (The New York Times).
Wi nt er
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“The World Is Too Rich To Be Eaten”
The legacy of Patricia Highsmith

P

ATRICIA
HIGHSMITH
arrived at
Yaddo on May
10, 1948 and
stayed until July
10th of that year. She had
applied at the urging of her
pal Truman Capote who, not
untypically, had an ulterior
motive—he wanted a place
to stay in New York City and
if Pat was upstate, he could
have her apartment for the
summer. In an interview with
the International Herald
Tribune in 1991, she said she
“discovered the monastic
atmosphere she needed…
to rewrite her first book [Strangers on a
Train] from scratch.” Well, her diary entries
from that visit may call “monastic” into
question but clearly her time at Yaddo was
a turning point and she never forgot the
value of those weeks. An astonishing work
of scholarship by Anna von Planta has
produced Patricia Highsmith Her Diaries
and Notebooks: 1941—1995, which
makes available her correspondence with
family, lovers, friends and editors. It’s a
remarkable cache that sheds light on the creator
of Tom Ripley and on our recent cultural history.
At Yaddo, her fellow first-time guests that
season included the writers Marc Brandel,
Elizabeth Hardwick, Chester Himes and
Flannery O’Connor and the painter Clifford
Wright. Returning guests included poet Robert
Lowell and author Edward Maisel. It was to be
Highsmith’s only residency at Yaddo.
Over the years, she became a regular financial
supporter of Yaddo—often giving anonymously.
Then, on her death in 1995, as the result of
a 10-year conversation that developed into a
true friendship with our then-Board Chair Don
Rice, a major bequest to Yaddo was revealed,
which included an ongoing stream of royalties
and some of her furniture, such as her writing
desk and college chair. Generations of writers
have since worked at that same desk in a West
House study. Maybe they were at the start of
their careers, as Pat Highsmith was. Maybe
they were transformed. Yaddo certainly was by
the enormous generosity that flowed from eight
weeks so many years ago.

And so it begins….
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with a lining of the grotesque or the
violent. My own vote would be Yes—
unless there is a great deal more
pressure than there seems to be
from really very extraordinary people.
APRIL 10, 1948: My mother
awakened me at 9 with a call that
I have been admitted to Yaddo. I
am thrilled and delighted. Such a
relief, like a soldier, to have one’s
life planned for the next 10-12
weeks! My mother pleased, too,
and grandma impressed. Grandma
read all about Yaddo in the
pamphlet. How wide in range are
her interests—how much grander a
person is she than all her offspring.
MAY 11-30, 1948: What to say
of Yaddo? I shall never forget it.
A singularly dull bunch, no big
names—though Marc Brandel is
interesting. Bob White, Clifford

“Twenty-three days at Yaddo. My
life is regular, pleasant, healthful
on the obvious plane… On the
less obvious plane, it restoreth
my dignity, my self-confidence, it
enables me to complete what I have
never completed, that child of my
spirit, my novel, and give it birth.”
Dear Miss Ames:
This is to request permission to enter Yaddo for
the months of May-June, 1948, for the purpose of
completing a novel now about one third done. I
should like very much to finish it in a concentrated
period of quiet such as Yaddo would provide. The
novel is a psychological one essentially, about
two young men who exchange the task of doing
a murder.
Sincerely, Patricia Highsmith
Yaddo Admissions judge recommendation:
I am inclined to vote for Patricia Highsmith. To
judge from the manuscripts you sent me, she
is a rather interestingly different sort of writer.
I should imagine her forte was not painstaking
naturalism, on the one hand, or Magic realism
on the other; but something like comic realism

Wright, Irene Orgel, Gail Kubik, Chester Himes,
and Vivien K[och] MacLeod, W. S. Graham, a
Scots poet, Harold Shapero & wife, Stan[ley]
Levine, painter, Flannery O’Connor. Great desire
to drink, after 3 days. The drunkest evening of my
life after ten days. At the Maranese Restaurant
btw. Here & town, the place we took dinner when
the kitchen moved from garage to mansion. None
of us ate much. We trooped into the bar & drank
as if we had never had cocktails before. Mixing
was the order—for a thrill—Marc soon succumbed,
with carrot hair in his carrot soup. I exchanged a
revealing phrase with C. Wright, the solitary gay
person here, which was carried no farther. We
both know. So what?
I must have had five Martinis or six. Plus two
Manhattans. A near blackout at Jimmy’s with Bob
& Cliff, who had passed out at the Maranese, &
had to be carried by three of us into the cab. We
propped him on a stool in Jimmy’s, whence he fell
like an egg. We seated him in the taxi, but when
we came out he was gone! The taxi fare $7.50

for Bob & me by the time we finished looking at
Bob’s drawings in his studio. The driver drinking
& looking, too. When we refused, we were
whisked back to town, passing Cliff on the way,
staggering under the dark elms of Union Avenue
on his 2-mile trek back home. This night has
become legendary as “the Night Clifford Fell in
the Lake.”
Chester tried (in his room) to kiss me. Did I
mention it already? Doesn’t matter. There are six
artists here. We are all very different from one
another, yet remarkably sociable, I think. What
strikes me most forcibly is our basic similarity,
in fact. It occurred to me last night, if any of us
saw a white note being slid under the crack of
our door—with a sound like thunder in the silent
depths of midmorning—each of us would drop
his work and spring for it. With what hope?
Perhaps a friend, some sign of personal choice,
of a singling out from the rest. And it followed—
personal security, ego assurance, a lover. These
every artist needs and wants. Even the married
artist is constantly attuned to these needs.
The mornings. Energy is too abundant at ten.
The world is too rich to be eaten. One sits in a
whirl at one’s desk thinking of drawing, writing,
walking in the woods. The overwhelming flood
of experience rushing in from all sides. In the
morning only do I ever desire a drink to reduce
my energy from 115% to 100%.
MAY 15, 1948: Please try to notice if every artist
isn’t ruthless in some way. Even the sweetest
of characters have done something, generally
because of their creative life, that to the rest
of the world is inhuman. Some cases are more
obvious, others may be more concealed. I know
mine exists, my cruelty. Though where, I cannot
precisely say, for I try always to purge myself of
evil. Generally it is selfishness in an artist. And
because he subjects himself so cheerfully to all
kinds of privations for his art, it is difficult for him
to see wherein he has been guilty of selfishness.
He sees it as selfishness for such an obviously
worthy cause, too. Generally, in one form or
another, it is a self-preservative selfishness, in
regard to his not giving enough of himself to the
world or to another person.

[NO DATE] After three weeks at Yaddo. The
soul lusts for its own corruption—after only one
week. Desperately, through alcohol, it tries to
reestablish contact with the rest of humanity.
One’s eternal and individual loneliness is
silhouetted sharply against dark green pine
woods where it seems no human figure has
ever walked or will ever walk. And, too, there
is the desire born of loneliness also, to mingle
spiritually with all the rest of the world of this year
1948 which is now starving, fighting, writhing in
agony of thirst and undressed wounds, whoring,
cheating, scheming, developing private, secret
fondnesses for the stinking gutter. We want that,
for it is our destiny, too, and Yaddo is depriving
us. There is the moment of utter corruption,
around eleven or eleven-thirty in the morning.
One goes to urinate, washes their hands and
looks into the bathroom mirror. The clock in
the workroom grows audible. One realizes the
isolation and imprisonment of the body, one
realizes the hell of the body, and not only here,
everywhere and as long as one lives, one longs
for another body, naked and loving, a man or a
woman, as it may be. One mixes a drink of rye
and water, sips half of it truculently at a window,
looks at the sterile, made bed and contemplates
masturbating and turns from it in fear and
scorn. One stalks about the room like a criminal
imprisoned, unregenerate, incorrigible. This is
the moment delicious, nihilitive, supreme, allanswering, the moment of utter corruption.
JUNE 2, 1948: Happiness overwhelms me.
Twenty-three days at Yaddo. My life is regular,
pleasant, healthful on the obvious plane. (And
how often and where in the past eight years,
since I lived with my parents, have I been able to
say this?) On the less obvious plane, it restoreth
my dignity, my self-confidence, it enables me to
complete what I have never completed, that child
of my spirit, my novel, and give it birth.
JUNE 17, 1948: This persistent need to be
forgiven. Romanticism? Mother complex? For it
is always by a woman, one I must love. But how
have I sinned? Tonight—depressed for the first
time at Yaddo, due mainly to cumulative fatigue.
Three days after Jeanne. I was with her Sunday

afternoon to Tuesday morning. My book is
nearing close. I am no longer able to think about
it logically or imaginatively, and feel I write like the
blind. My contrary system will buck ferociously
in the next days against the finish, but I shall
conquer. (Which is I?) If I cannot give birth in the
supreme hospital of Yaddo, where can I ever?
Here are no sexual or auditory distractions. Yet
today so restless—melancholy—I asked myself
whether I had been bettered by seeing Jeanne or
not, though she made me so happy.
JUNE 23, 1948: At 6:17 p.m, wrote “Finis” to my
book. Feel tired, bored, and not excited. When
I’m not tired, I suddenly see all the good spots in
my book. Marc is very sweet, and treats me with
increasing care. He’s leaving Monday. And I’d like
him to visit me in Hastings.
JUNE 26, 1948: A turning point. Went with Marc
to the lake and discussed homosexuality quite a
bit. Amazingly tolerant he is. And he convinced
me I must abolish guilt for these impulses and
feelings. (Can’t I remember Gide? Must I always
try to “improve” myself?) I returned with quite a
different attitude. I think more highly of myself. I
have opened myself a little to the world.
6671 Auregino, Switzerland
29 March 1988
Dear Sirs:
I enclose a cheque for $1,100 as a gift to Yaddo.
At present I am trying to get my will into final
shape (although I’m in good health at the
moment), but it is very slow and difficult, as I am
an American citizen resident in Switzerland. The
laws seem to clash. At any rate, please start with
this and I hope to do better later.
I have warm memories of Yaddo, I was there in
1948, writing Strangers on a Train. Yaddo is a
marvelous place.
Yours sincerely,
Patricia Highsmith
Diary entries excerpted from Patricia
Highsmith: Her Diaries and Notebooks 19411995, edited by Anna von Planta, published by
Liveright Publishing Corporation, a Division of
W.W. Norton & Company.

MORE BOOKS

Featured on Shadow // Yaddo: New York, My Village by Uwem Akpan, Invisible Child by Andrea Elliott, The Glassy Burning Floor of
Hell by Brian Evenson, North by Brad Kessler. Plus: A Time Outside This Time by Amitava Kumar (p.11), Radiant Fugitives by Nawaaz
Ahmed (p.11) and Diamonds by Camille Guthrie (p.11)
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HOT TICKETS

Cheers to the return of live performance and theater starring our Yaddo friends!

Singer-songwriter extraordinaire Shaina Taub kick offs the
new year with a string of shows at Joe’s Pub, Jan. 11-15, as
she gears up for the world premiere of her original musical
Suffs at The Public Theater this spring, followed by the
pre-Broadway run of The Devil Wears Prada, for which
she’s writing the score with Sir Elton John. These concerts
also mark the launch of her highly anticipated forthcoming
album on Atlantic Records, Songs of the Great Hill.

MORNING SUN (CLOCKWISE, FROM LEFT): BLAIR BROWN, MARIN
IRELAND, EDIE FALCO. PHOTO: JINGYU LIN FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

experiment with LSD in Flying Over Sunset, a new
fully original Broadway musical by James Lapine,
Tom Kitt and Michael Korie that opens Dec. 13 at
Lincoln Center Theater. The show spent five years
in development and was set to open right before
theaters closed in March of 2020. “This was kind of a
unique opportunity,” Lapine told The New York Times,
referring to the pandemic pause. “I like having the
distance now to rework it a little.” In the meantime, he
also wrote a book! Putting It Together: How Stephen
Sondheim and I Created Sunday in the Park with
George came out this summer.
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Michael Harrison’s Seven Sacred Names offers “music of positively intoxicating beauty”
(The New Yorker).
The Lazours “John John” and “Fran,” singles released this summer on Spotify, feature the
brothers’ resonant harmonies and heart-rending melodies.
Gabriel Kahane’s “To Be American” on Bandcamp is a powerful and lyrically muscular
single with a compelling message.

Art. Love. Passion. Vengeance… and Klezmer music!
Indecent by Paula Vogel had its European premiere at
Menier Chocolate Factory in London. The revival of Vogel’s
Pulitzer Prize-winning How I Learned to Drive, featuring
the original stars Mary Louise Parker and David Morse,
opens on Broadway this spring.

PHOTO: FLYING OVER SUNSET BY JUSTIN J WEE FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Three 1950s celebrities, including Cary Grant,

PHOTO: CAROL LIPNIK BY ALBIE MITCHELL

CAROL LIPNIK’S impeccably crafted songs and
astonishing four-octave vocals radiate enchantment.
Her latest repertoire More Imperfect Offerings with
Lee Feldman on piano and special guest Amy Allison
will be live at NYC hotspot Pangea on Dec. 5. Lipnik was
the featured vocalist for Mythologies playing at the
Paul Taylor Dance Company Sam Scripps Studio
Theater. She has two forthcoming album release shows
this spring (mermaidalley.com).

Tony Award-winner “Blair Brown triumphs!” (Variety) in
Morning Sun, which runs Off-Broadway at City Center
through Dec. 19. Set in early ’70s NYC, the play also
stars Edie Falco and Marin Ireland. The story centers
on three generations of women, grandmother, daughter,
granddaughter, who live in the same building.

TO HEAR

In Tina Satter’s simmering thriller Is This a Room, a
25-year-old former Air Force linguist is surprised at her
home by the FBI and then charged with leaking evidence
of Russian interference in U.S. elections. This “sharp,
blindingly polished slice of theater verité” (The New York
Times) soared after its premiere Off-Broadway in 2019
and moves onward and upward (or sideways?) to Broadway
at Lyceum Theatre, Dec. 20-Jan. 19.

TO STREAM
Love at first listen: Joseph Keckler’s NPR Tiny Desk
(Home) Concert: 18 minutes and 57 seconds of riveting,
swoon-worthy vocals with lyrics that burn down the barn,
plus signature LOL moments.
L.A. Opera Digital Shorts, a new series that’s now viewable
on YouTube: Librettist Sandra Seaton’s The First Bluebird
in the Morning, composed by Carlos Simon, explores the
thoughts of an imprisoned man the day before his release;
the film features Lloyd Knight, principal dancer for the
Martha Graham Dance Company. Composer Missy Mazzoli’s
“The West is a Land of infinite Beginnings” is a meditation on
“the American dream,” excerpted from her opera Proving Up
which was based on a short story by Karen Russell.

Freedom and ritual converge in Jerome Kitzke’s new album, The Redness of Blood,
a thrilling compilation of his work.

Shadow // Yaddo podcast Season 2 (see p. 12)!
Wi nt er
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HOT TICKETS

Continued

GEMINI, 2021, BY DEBORAH ZLOTSKY

THE WRINGER, 2021, BY MARK THOMAS GIBSON

TO SEE

Graphic punch, strategic layering, backstories and secret
histories abound in Mark Thomas Gibson’s new solo
exhibition Don’t Let Me Be Misunderstood at M+B in Los
Angeles, through Dec. 4.
Carrie Moyer and Sheila Pepe: Tabernacle for
Trying Times highlights the artists’ individual styles and
techniques as well as their pioneering collaborative works
on craft, feminism, queer activism and more at the Museum
of Arts and Design through Feb. 13.

Deborah Zlotsky’s Gemini, a solo exhibition of new abstract paintings and drawing
inspired by early Renaissance, Surrealist and Pop traditions as well as the body and aging,
is on view at Kathryn Markel Fine Arts, through Dec. 4.

TURN OF EVENTS

In June, we kicked off our annual National Benefit
Series, Art Saved Us—Let’s Save Art! Yaddo
authors Jennifer Egan and Andrew Solomon
began the series at an afternoon of cocktails and
conversation in charming Rhinebeck, New York;
novelist Rumaan Alam and literary agent Julie
Barer debated binge-worthy television shows
and notable books hosted by Co-Chair Janice
Lee in Watermill, New York; and finally, our series
culminated in a Benefit and Auction at the Bowery
Hotel in New York City. Hosted by noted actor,
Michael Potts, the event featured Yaddo artists
Alison Kobayashi, Boots Riley, and Doug
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David Driskell: Icons of Nature and History offers the first comprehensive
examination of the paintings, collages, prints, and drawings of the celebrated
American artist, art historian and teacher, featuring over 50 works on view at
The Phillips Collection (celebrating its centennial this year!) in Washington,
D.C., through Jan. 9.

Wright with a special performance by Shaina
Taub. We auctioned off a day at the Saratoga
Racetrack, dinner at our historic Yaddo Mansion,
and an exclusive feast courtesy of Prune chef and
New York Times contributor Gabrielle Hamilton.
In all, the festive gatherings raised more than
$400,000 for our current and future artists.
The revelry was paralleled in Saratoga Springs
thanks to our Summer Benefit. Cocktails on the
Terrace—Letters from Yaddo—included live music
from Hot Club of Saratoga and a memorable
performance by dynamic performance and visual

artist John Kelly and Emmy-winning actress Blair
Brown. The series continued with an enchanting
garden party at Candace Wait’s house where
guests enjoyed cocktails and croquet with a
performance by award-winning composer Andrea
Clearfield. Returning to our roots this fall, the
Farm-to-Table evening featured guests-of-honor
Kristin Kimball— author of A Dirty Life and
founder of Essex Farm—and food writer Alex
Halberstadt. Our summer in Saratoga raised over
$160,000, thanks to our tremendously supportive
community.

ABOVE: Woman with Flowers, 1972, by David Driskell; Art Bridges, Bentonville, Arkansas.
AT LEFT: Night Vision (for Jacob Lawrence), 2005, by David Driskell; Richard and Barbara Schiffrin.
©Estate of David C. Driskell

Yaddo is back! After a year apart, we were delighted to see friends in person at several terrific events
that renewed our sense of community and celebrated the perseverance of our all-star Yaddo artists.
PHOTOS, FROM LEFT: Michael and Stacie Arpey; Jennifer Egan and Andrew Solomon; the Yaddo Artist Reunion in Brooklyn; Rumaan Alam; Mark King, Phoebe Legere, Peter Kayafas,
Aaron Cobbett; guests arriving at the Bowery Hotel for the Yaddo National Benefit.

Yaddo partnered again with Northshire Bookstore
for the Yaddo Presents Series, hosting three
literary evenings: Ru Freeman discussing
Nawaaz Ahmed’s “dazzling, heartrending debut”
(Publishers Weekly), Radiant Fugitives; Jenny
Offill in conversation with Amitava Kumar
to celebrate the publication of his latest novel,
A Time Outside This Time; and a wonderful
evening of poetry with Camille Guthrie and
Mark Wunderlich. In October, Yaddo president,
Elaina Richardson, presented the keynote
address at the inaugural Saratoga Book Festival in
conversation with internationally acclaimed author

Russell Banks. The festival featured a diverse
selection of workshops and readings that were
free and open to the public.
This year, brought several new events as well,
including our Artist Forum: We challenged
our artists to reflect on the question, “Can art
transform the way we see climate change?”
Nicolas Brown, Patricia Spears Jones, Alexis
Rockman, and Pamela Sneed joined the lively
discussion, affording us a new perspective on
global challenges.

The Yaddo Artist Reunion was a resounding
success! Held at The Invisible Dog in Brooklyn,
some 140 artists celebrated together. Raffle items
included 26 works and experiences donated by
Yaddo artists. Glenfiddich and Hendrick’s provided
drinks, and the event was catered by Pheasant
NYC.
The Pandemic undeniably brought many
challenges, but nevertheless, Yaddo was able to
reach more of our creative community than we
ever have!
Wi nt er
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Our podcast is totally awesome thanks to all of YOU
Shadow // Yaddo hosted by Elaina Richardson Season 2 launched this September.
We are extraordinarily grateful to all who’ve contributed. Thank you!
Our “Little-Engine-That-Could” podcast is generating such enthusiasm.

H AV E A LO O K AT R E C E N T H I G H LI G H T S
• A 5-star rating on Apple Podcasts
• Top 3 most listened to episodes are:
Saratoga Springs
The Corporation of Yaddo
312 Union Avenue
Saratoga Springs, NY 12866
518.584.0746
New York City
The Corporation of Yaddo
308 West 46th Street, 3rd floor
New York, NY 10036
212.307.7685
www.yaddo.org
yaddo@yaddo.org
@yaddocommunity
@yaddotoday
@yaddotoday
Design: Elizabeth Laub Graphic Design
© 2021 The Corporation of Yaddo

• Episode 9: Falling Down is Funny,
with David Sedaris and Pat Towers
• Episode 10: Brave New World, with Zia Haider Rahman.
Brian Christian, Katherine Rosman, Elizabeth Holmes.
• Season 2 Episode 2: Artist Reunion, with Lauren Groff,
Sheila Heti and Sarah Manguso
• We have listeners on every continent
• Our top 5 international listening locations in order are:
•
•
•
•
•

United Kingdom
Canada
Belgium
Ireland
Sweden

• We have more than 8,000 total listens since launch
• We continue to grow with an average month over month
growth rate of 10%

YADDO IS A RETREAT FOR ARTISTS located on a 400-acre estate in Saratoga Springs, New York. Its mission is to nurture the creative process by providing
an opportunity for artists to work without interruption in a supportive environment. Yaddo offers residencies to artists from all nations and backgrounds working
in the following disciplines: choreography, film, literature, musical composition, the visual arts, performance, and video. They are selected by panels of other
professional artists without regard to financial means. Residencies last from two weeks to two months and include room, board, and a studio. Yaddo’s extensive
grounds and buildings were designated a National Historic Landmark in 2013.

